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The nature of the universe can be summed up in one word chemistry. It is
chemistry that relates organic with the inorganic, life with the lifeless, and it is the
science that relates all other sciences. Matter, forces, and energies follow the rules of
chemistry regardless of scale.
Chemistry not only defines the breakdown of matter into its smaller parts, but also
the behaviors of those parts in chemical reactivity. Since we as organisms are an
amalgam of chemical reactions, isn't it reasonable to believe that our social and
personal behaviors follow the same rules as the chemical reactions that we are
composed of?
This would suggest that there is a universal commonality about the interchanges
between atoms, people and celestial bodies, and if this is the case, then when we
learn about chemistry we are indeed learning about ourselves and the universe.
INTRODUCTION
"Chemistry is not just about connecting and rearranging atoms in various ways. It
is a philosophy, a way of thinking about the dimensional hierarchy of the universe,
from the simplest atoms, to the most complex molecules and phenomena. The order
in atoms and molecules is echoed everywhere in nature, from the branching schemes
of trees and coral reefs to the dendritic networks of airways in the lungs and blood
vessels in the circulatory system. The significance of these pervasive patterns is not
entirely clear, but such connections are fascinating to
contemplate."1
Fascinating indeed. Among the greatest wonders of existence is the quest to
understand what is this life, this self, this environment, and by using one's intuition, the
path to understanding must be by examining these "pervasive
patterns"
that result from
the repetitive structure of all matter.
Human beings are dropped at a specific point along an infinite number line that
denotes size or mass. We have an easy time identifying with other masses that are in
close proximity to our own place on this mass line such as an ant, a baby, or a
building. We visualize these objects and make easy comparative relationships about
them in association with our own scale. However this mass line is infinite in both
directions. Matter can always be halved and it can always be doubled provided that
there is enough matter to add to the constantly doubling pile that we are referring to.
Since we live in an observably three dimensional universe that appears to have no
spatial limits, we can reasonably assume that matter also has no quantitative limit
throughout the endless reaches of space.
So what are we? Is our structure defined by a set of universal rules related to the
patterns seen in the organic world? What are we made of? Do the functional building
blocks of living systems follow the same universal patterns seen in our recognizable
environment? What structural unit do humans make when assembled as a family,
society, or nation? In groups do we act as a structural component in some large
functional organism? How can we explain behavior? What are the causes of
psychological interactions and do these also conform to some universal law of
interchange between entities?
1Donald A. Tomalia, "Dendrimer
Molecules,"
Scientific American. May 1995, 65.
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Observation about the world and intuition indicates that there is indeed a recurring
pattern to structure and function in matter. There is only a vague sense of this
in our
observable physical world, however technology provides opportunities to spy on
neighboring worlds where we can indeed test these assertions.
Figure 1 displays the painting "Kaleidoscope". Here the three most apparent
universes are depicted in an abstract
merging of shape. The focus of the painting
lies primarily the intersection of the three
forms. Colors were chosen to characterize
each of the three worlds. Golden yellow
with its warm high-energy feel denotes the
atomic. Deep red, reminiscent of blood,
conveys the realities of our human envi
ronment. Rich navy blue is easily adopted
to represent the galactic scale. Overall the
painting shows a swirling balance of matter
and time defined by hard barriers. There
are specific borders where universe meets
universe suggesting that the cycle of scale
is continuous. One flows into the next and
so on.
Modern science provides windows for mankind to understand neighboring worlds
on the mass line that would be undetectable otherwise. Emission microscopes that
exploit the properties of nuclear physics give clear three dimensional images of
unicellular organisms, cell organelles, and macromolecules in the micron to
nanometer range (
10"6
meters to 1 0ximeters). Numerous experiments completed by
great scientists provide today's student with a library of scientific fact that can aid in
answering the many questions regarding our place in the universe. By focusing on the
specifics of the chemical world, comparative patterns reveal themselves readily and if
we apply some imagination and abstract thought, the recognition of repetitive patterns





Throughout this text analogies are presented in tandem with works of fine art,
primarily paintings and intaglio etchings. The works represent a channeling of ideas
in the biological sciences that illustrate the correlations between chemical behavior
and human psychology. Exploitation of the medium's fluid qualities are utilized to
reveal an overall organic environment.
ATOMS AND IONS
In all schemes of existence there seems to be a recurring method to the
arrangement of matter. It exists as several separate entities. Whether we refer to
people, planets or galaxies there is a distinct border that clearly denotes where one
entity ends and another begins. Matter is never solid throughout an ecosystem as one
seemingly continuous crystalline structure. Rather it is broken up into distinct
individual sections that can interact with each other and their surroundings.
The chemist would acknowledge the atom as this basic individual of our
neighboring microscopic world. Atoms are definitive entities that do not undergo
physical change into something else ( unstable atoms of high nuclear weight can
undergo radioactive decay thus changing from one kind of atom to another, but they
still remain an atom). Atoms have intrinsic properties based on their composition and
engage in predictable activities when treated with appropriate stimuli.
Analogous to the atom is the person who too has a definitive make up in body and
personality and will also react expectedly to specific psychological conditions. In fact,
the correlations between the person and the atom are so amazingly repetitive that
upon detailed study of atomic structure and molecular rearrangement it becomes
obvious to compare atoms in a test tube with people in a society.
Atoms are composed of subatomic particles isolated as protons, neutrons and
electrons. Protons are housed in the atom's central core or nucleus and determine the
nature of the atom. For example, a carbon atom has six and always six protons in its
nucleus. If a proton is mysteriously added to our hypothetical carbon atom it would be
changed into a different element, in this case nitrogen. This change would completely
alter the atom's chemistry ( carbon atoms do not behave the same as nitrogen atoms,
however there are several similarities).
Surrounding the nucleus which houses the protons, are the electrons. Electrons do
not remain stationary and a specific atom may have a variable number of them.
Electrons randomly revolve around the nucleus in the form of an electron cloud and
never come in direct contact with the protons. Protons and electrons intrinsically carry
a charge that is equal in magnitude and opposite in nature.
A third subatomic particle, the neutron, also exists in the nucleus of atoms but unlike
protons they play no part in the determination of the element. They carry mass and
serve to give an atom a detectable amount of weight. Like electrons, the number of
neutrons is not fixed for a specific atom.
I propose that the atom, or functional unit of chemistry is analogous to the human
individual and that an atom's composition of subatomic particles determines its
chemical behavior just as a human's personality and genetic make up determine
psychological behaviors. Since protons determine the specific element, I believe they
correlate to the genome of the individual. Sex, intelligence, height, weight, and health
are determined by the genes just as proton distribution fix specific traits in atoms.
Protons are even found in the nucleus as are deoxyribonucleic acids (DNA) in living
cells.
Electronic configuration refers to the number and placement of electrons in an
atom's energy shells. Members of the same atomic species may have a variety of
electronic configurations depending upon their surroundings. Some may have more
electrons or less or they may be in a higher or lower energy state. In any case it is the
electronic distribution in an atom that determines its chemistry. For instance, a fluorine
atom has nine protons thus identifying it as a fluorine atom. In the ground state (a term
used to describe a natural low energy state of an atom), fluorine has nine electrons
and in this state it is one of the most chemically volatile of all the elements. However it
is common to find some fluorine atoms that have ten electrons. These atoms carry a
net charge and are called ions. Fluorine ions are dramatically less reactive than their
ground state counterparts for reasons regarding stability, that is to say a fluorine ion is
more chemically stable than a fluorine atom. Basically, electron distribution
determines reactivity. I would equate the role of electrons with emotional attitudes and
environmental stimuli, things that make people take action or cause a behavioral
response. Picture an atom with its protons secured away in its nuclear core. They tell
the atom what it is, information that comes directly from the atom's "brain". Now picture
the electrons flying about the nucleus haphazardly. This swirling cloud of charged
emotions tend to subject the atom to changes and a bombardment of ideas. In sum,
attitudes and stimuli that directly affect an individual's stability correlate to electrons.
Neutrons are also found in the nucleus, but they do not play a significant role in the
life of the atom. Extra neutrons contribute added weight to an atom that can affect the
rate of atoms during chemical reactions. The added mass tends to slow the movement
of atoms thus decreasing the probability that appropriate collisions will occur. Could
this fact be used to suggest that heavier people are generally slower in their activities?
THE ELEMENTS
Chemists have identified many different species of atoms, the grand total
exceeding one hundred. As stated in the previous section, it is the number of protons
in the atom's nucleus that distinguish atomic species from one another. Each species
is substantially unique, given a specific name, and are collectively known as the
chemical elements.




Elements are arranged in the periodic table by the increasing number of protons in
the nucleus (figure 2). Hydrogen has one proton and is given the atomic number of
one. Helium has two protons and has an atomic number of two. Most of the elements
involved in living systems have an atomic number less than twenty. This keeps things
fairly simple. Some of the lower elements are so basic that the task of identifying a
specific psychological role to them becomes apparent.
Carbon: The Mother of Us All
The one element most essential to the framework of life is carbon. Carbon,
element number six, is singularly unique in its ability to bond to many partners
specifically other carbon atoms. Organic chemistry is defined by the millions of carbon
containing compounds. Carbon is tetravalent , meaning it has four unpaired electrons
in its outermost valence that it can use to form bonds with other atoms. As mentioned
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earlier, the number of electrons in an atom's outermost valence or energy shell, has a
direct effect on the overall stability and reactivity of the species. Markedly increased
stability is observed in those species whose electron valences are complete with their
full compliment of electrons. Two electrons fit into the first energy shell, and eight
electrons complete the second shell. Ground state carbon has its first shell full with
two electrons, and has the remaining four electrons in its second shell thus leaving it
half full (or half empty). Each one of these four electrons can be used to form a bond
by associating itself with another electron on a neighboring atom. Once all four
electrons are bonded to four neighboring electrons, the carbon atom has simulated a
completed valence shell and assumes the added stability noted for such completion. It
is in this manner that carbon exploits its unique diversity as the main building block for
millions of biological molecules.
Carbon is the link, the foundation
that perpetuates organic life and it
clearly has a specific functional role
among the elements, a role that I
would equate with the functional role
of the female in organismal societies.
In many ways throughout history
women have been the breeding nur
turing cement for humanity. It is
through women that humans reproduce,
grow and continue to live. Essen
tially, life feeds and focuses on the
unique abilities of women just as
organic chemistry ensues due to the
unique properties of carbon.
Carbon, so essential to life, is illustrated in figure 3 entitled "Carbon: the Mother of
Us
All."
The primary compositional elements of this painting come right off of the
periodic table of the elements (figure 2). Structurally the painting is square with a
large upper case C in the center, the number 1 2.011 below, and the number 6 in the
upper right. In the table the C is the atomic symbol for carbon. The number 6 is the
Figure 3. "Carbon: The Mother of us
All"




atomic number, and 12.011 is the atomic mass of carbon in grams per mole.
Figurative images layer the overall canvas. The images are of women
demonstrating their nurturing reproductive role. Smack in the center is the crowning of
a baby's head as it is being expelled from the birth canal. Several women are
depicted caring for infants around the perimeter and a seductive nude female
stretches warmly along the right edge.
The painting is repeatedly coated with a polyurethane varnish (an organic polymer),
that has been tinted with alizarin crimson oil paint. There is an interplay of abstract
fluidic patterns within the figurative elements that carry across the Gothic symbols. The
abstract patterns were achieved by a delicate mixture of mineral spirits to the partially
drying varnish. Technically, this was done by laying the painting on the floor an
splashing mineral spirits on the canvas from above while the tinted varnish was drying.
The solvent washed out the varnish in random areas. By using a sponge to remove
the excess solvent, striations in the varnish were created as the solvent was drawn
across coated areas. The overall process left a faint image of capillary blood vessels.
As a last step the painting has a pure coating of high gloss polyurethane which retains
a wet glossy sheen reminiscent of water, a perfect accent since most organic reactions
occur in an aqueous medium.
Oxygen: The Male Counterpart
Two doors down from carbon is element number eight, oxygen (figure 2). Oxygen,
also essential for life, has two electrons in its first energy shell, and six in its second
leaving two electrons unpaired in the ground state. Because of this, oxygen regularly
forms two bonds to seemingly achieve the stable completion of its valence energy
shell as in a water molecule (H20). Oxygen is chemically different than carbon in that
it has two more electrons and makes fewer bonds. It is also heavier with an atomic
weight of 1 5.994 grams per mole. Observation of oxygen's chemistry exposes its
function as the male counterpart in organic chemistry.
Cellularly, oxygen is needed by living systems to ultimately accept electrons, a
process that continuously drives the production of energy during cellular respiration.
This energy is then used to build proteins, transport molecules, and replicate DNA as
well as numerous other metabolic processes. Oxygen is also the element responsible
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for combustion, the flammatory reaction that irreversibly changes a substance
chemically. It is very common for oxygen to complete its outermost valence by
associating its two unpaired electrons with two electrons from just one other atom, a
phenomenon known as double bonding. Oxygen readily forms double bonds with
itself, nitrogen atoms, and especially carbon atoms. The double bond between
oxygen and carbon is so prevalent in organic chemistry it is given a specific name, the
carbonyl, and it is the site of immense reactivity among organic compounds. Clarity in
equating the role of the male counterpart to oxygen can occur if we incorporate all of
these observable properties.
In defining gender roles among the elements, it helps to think in terms of sexuality.
Oxygen does not create new molecules but it does serve as a promoter of energy and
a source of electronic redistribution. Its presence has a definitive part in perpetuating
chemical growth and change, just as a man initiates the mechanisms of reproduction
by inseminating a female. From the moment of conception a woman is chemically
changed to facilitate the many processes involved with pregnancy. Similarly, she is
irreversibly altered just as the product of any combustion reaction where oxygen blew
through and fueled an ignition. A woman may miscarry or abort and return to a state
seemingly identical to her previous
condition, but she is different somewhat
physically and certainly psychologically.
Oxygen causes emotional changes
in organic compounds because of its
electronegativity, or ability to attract
electrons. It has a direct effect on the
electronic change that occurs to carbon
atoms during a series of reactions called
oxidation-reduction. It is more massive
than carbon and is its male counterpart.
Figure 4 is a reproduction of the
painting "Oxygen: The Male Counterpart.
It is structurally similar to "Carbon: The Figure 4. "Oxygen: The Male
Counterpart"





the personality of a specific element. Again the canvas is square, the letter O signifies
oxygen's atomic symbol along with the atomic number eight in the upper right and
the
atomic mass, 15.994 grams per mole below. A fit male torso dominates the right side
as a father rides his infant son on his shoulders in the lower left. Sperm are painted
directionally across most of the surface some reaching an ovum to be fertilized.
The painting has been handled in a similar fashion involving a random mixture of
varnish and spirits with cobalt blue staining the canvas. Overall, the work successfully
describes the unique nature of oxygen with a direct human analogy of masculinity.
Nitrogen: Needs Fixing
Sandwiched between the mother of us all and the male counterpart is nitrogen,
element number seven. Due to its position, one might speculate that nitrogen has
properties that are similar to both carbon and oxygen. I would agree seeing nitrogen
as a possible androgynous or homosexual species.
Electronically, nitrogen has seven electrons in the ground state, five in its outermost
valence, seeking three more electrons to complete the energy shell and obtain
stability. Don't we all just want to increase our stability? Anyway, the road to
completion is a little more varied for nitrogen in that it readily makes single, double,
and triple bonds. Oxygen can never be involved in a triple bond and carbon which
has the ability to make triple bonds rarely does. Almost all of the nitrogen that exists
on Earth exists as the diatomic molecule N2. In order for nitrogen to be used in the
necessary construction of nucleic acids (DNA), and the amino acids of proteins, it must
be fixed. Fixing is a term used for the process that breaks up the high energy triple
bond of the N2 molecule. All organisms rely primarily on bacteria to convert diatomic
nitrogen into single and double bonded compounds called nitrates and nitrites, which
then can be ingested by heterotrophs to obtain the necessary nitrogen to be used in
organic synthesis.
So how does all of this relate to the assertion that nitrogen is living an alternative
sexual lifestyle? Perhaps it has to with the steps involved to integrate nitrogen into the
mainstream organic society. Like nitrogen fixing bacteria, sympathizers of sexual
deviants befriend and aid in the unification of these types with traditional society. This
action in turn enables these folks to provide their full contributional abilities to the
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community. The correlation is that of a support group, a way of looking at the means to
fix nitrogen.
Nitrogen is the key element in the production of the four nitrogenous bases of
nucleotides (adenine, guanine, cytosine, and thymine). These bases are the
components of DNA whose sequence dictates all genetic information encoded in
living cells. Therefore it is reasonable to conclude that homosexuals and asexuals are
a critical link in the evolutionary chain of humanity, provided that I am right about
nitrogen to begin with.
Figure 5 is an abstract painting that
represents the place of nitrogen as an
integral fabric in the realm of existence.
The square format, letter and numbers
continue the language of the periodic
table; however, abstract dendritic pat
terns flood the plane rather than recog
nizable figures. Note that the cool deep
red layer is partially torn away to reveal
a bright yellow shape resembling a fire
or a flower. The patterns and colors speak
to the energy and brilliance of something
that lay beneath coverings or behind
closet doors.
Figure 5. "Nitrogen: Needs
Fixing"





Element number nine, fluorine, tops a group of elements that occupy a column in
the table which have many features in common. Up till now we have been dealing
with one element at a time and discussing the behavioral traits associated with that
element. It is here that I wish to penetrate deeper into the table by examining the
nature of a group of related elements known as the halogens (figure 6).
Fluorine, the first of these elements has nine protons and nine electrons and as
stated earlier, needs just one electron to complete its valence energy shell. Since
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fluorine is so close to achieving this completed
octet of electrons, it reacts violently and with
exceptional speed. The situation is the same
for chlorine, bromine, and iodine (atomic numbers
17, 35, and 53 respectively). In the ground state,
each of these elements are only one electron shy
of completing their respective energy layers and
all of them readily form bonds with a variety of
atomic partners. Descending down the column is
accompanied by progressive changes that affect
the mechanisms of bond formations. Mass nearly
doubles from halogen to halogen, and this increase
slows the rate of reactivity and initiates a selectivity
of partners. Fluorine (figure 7), has an atomic mass
of 18.998 grams per mole and reacts too violently
to be of any use in a chemical laboratory. Chlorine
and bromine with atomic masses of 35.453 and
79.904 grams per mole respectively, undergo
similar chemistry as fluorine but the rates of reac
tions are considerably lower and less hazardous.
Iodine has an atomic mass of 126.904 grams per
mole, approximately six times that of fluorine and
reacts remarkably slower than the other three.
Iodine also exhibits a noticeable selectivity regarding bonding. Some species that
regularly bond with the other halogens undergo no reaction with iodine under the
same conditions even though the reactants appear chemically compatible.
The idea that atomic bonds correlate to sexual bonds is becoming apparent here in
examining the elements. The specific mechanisms of this analogy will be explored in
greater detail in the next section; however, the idea is introduced in a series of intaglio
prints named "The
Halogens"
(figure 6). Figure 6 shows four prints displayed in a
vertical row that illustrate the position of the halogens in the periodic table (figure 2).








element. The work is printed in a two color wiping. Blue-black ink emphasizes the
structural components by offering a wide value range that unifies the four pieces. A
second color of warm intensity charges the prints, these colors personally descriptive
of the intrinsic properties of the respective halogen.
Like the paintings of carbon and oxygen,
there is an interplay of figurative imagery
and abstraction created in this medium by
line etching and random open biting. To
examine each print more closely, a second
series is offered (figures 7-10). This run is
also wiped in blue-black ink but the second
color, viridian green, is constant and applied
by a roller. In the organic laboratory, there is
a simple experiment named the Bielstein
ignition test which is designed to verify the
presence of a halogen in an organic sample
of unknown composition. A copper wire is Figure 7
"Fluorine"








a Bunsen burner flame. The test is
positive if the flame burns bright viridian
green.
The behavioral chemistry of the
halogens can be thought of in terms of a
variety of sexual relationships among
people. For instance, a sexual
therapist may equate fluorine's violent
bond formations with the behaviors of
rapists and sex addicts. Appropriately,
the figures in the fluorine print are of
people and expressions denoting
sexual violence. The abstract patterns
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here are harsh and jagged to emphasize
the cutting fierceness and explosiveness
of the element.
Chlorine and bromine (figures 8 &9),
have couples engaging in passionate
embraces and other sexual exchanges.
The abstract patterns are toned down here
by the use of an agitated mixture of water
and hard ground as an acid resist and
selective soft ground applications. The
overall effect expresses active chemical
behavior that reduces the volatile ele
ments found in the fluorine print. The
energy is still high, yet the integration of
random images is more connected and









Noted for its sophisticated chemistry,
iodine is portrayed in figure 10. The print
opens on a scene where a couple lay in
each other's arms. Both figures wear an
expression of contentment as if sharing
intimate feelings. The abstract interaction
is less with greater emphasis on soft
ground techniques. Background shading
is subdued and abstraction limited to
create a greater focus on the warm ten
der couple. Collectively the work shows
the trends associated with both aspects
of the main analogy, using the halogens
to relate reactivity (a chemical phenom




At the far right of the periodic table lie the group of elements called the noble
gases. These are the species that are
"born"
with their outermost valences complete
and simply have no need to be chemically active whatsoever. Also referred as the
inert gases, these elements ( helium, neon, argon, krypton, and xenon) undergo no
electronic rearrangements unless forcibly coerced to.
Continuing with the analogy of the human condition, these are the types who need
for nothing. They do not have struggles over right and wrong, nor do they have
insecurities or doubts that affect their behaviors. They are dispassionate snobs who
are intellectually sterile yet seemingly portray the epitome of success and
accomplishment. They are the end result for all others, the so called get to, yet they
cannot experience the journey of their culmination. They do not know risk, joy, fear,
nor victory. If the fulfillment of life is in the journey then the nobles truly are at a loss.
Hydrogen: Saturates Us
A brief analysis of the elements involved in organic chemistry would not be
complete without examining the element hydrogen. Hydrogen is element number one
and could sit atop several groups in the periodic table. Like the halogens it is just one
electron shy of completing its valence energy shell (remember there are just two
electrons in the first energy shell, then eight in the second), and could very well sit
above fluorine. Hydrogen could also sit above the alkali metals (the vertical group that
lies to the extreme left of the table). These are the species that have one electron
above their completed energy shells. Hydrogen does indeed display reactivity similar
to both groups making it somewhat less specialized or undifferentiated as if some sort
of embryonic species.
Hydrogen is the smallest element with one proton and an atomic mass of 1 .008
grams per mole. From its behavior, I would surmise that Hydrogen is analogous to the
behaviors of children with developing cognitive abilities. It is highly adaptable to go
along with the demands of its environment. For example, hydrogen can be a
component of acids (H+), or of bases (OH").
Similar to the nature of infants and children, hydrogen participates in the
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phenomenon known as saturation. Hydrocarbon saturation is a property that depends
on an organic compound's number of double bonds and single bonds to hydrogen.
Molecules are considered saturated if every bond, other than the carbon backbone, is
bonded singularly to hydrogen. The saturated molecule is considered high energy
and is not very reactive. Analogous to this would be a mother's attention focused on




Much of our understanding of chemistry comes from observations of reactivity and
molecular rearrangement. Now that the essential elements in organic chemistry have
personality traits assigned to them, we can learn more about ourselves and the
universe upon examination of the vast array of chemical reactions.
Bonds are formed between atoms in an effort to increase the overall stability of the
system. Several conditions must exist in order for two atoms to combine. First, the
product of the reaction must contain a favorable stability greater than the individual
stabilities of the reactants. In other words, certain combinations of atoms occur
because they are lower in energy and are less strained than the starting materials.
Second, the reactants must have an attraction toward each other. That is to say, there
must be a driving force which brings the atoms together to begin with. Molecules often
contain an uneven distribution of charge that is dependent upon the atoms they are
comprised of as well as their geometrical arrangement. These charges are
responsible for the attractive forces that enable bond formation.
Bonds between atoms can be of a variety of types. Covalent bonds occur when
the atoms involved have an equal
"pull"
on the electron cloud that contain the
electrons that constitute the bond. Here the electrons are evenly shared by both
parties to complete the valence energy shells, thus the term covalent. This situation
occurs in bonds between like elements. Examples of these are the elements that
normally exist in a diatomic state such as H2, 02, and Cl2.
At the other extreme relative to the covalent bond is the ionic bond. These bonds
form between atoms that have a great unevenness in their ability to attract the bonded
electron cloud. Such is the case between the atoms of the common compound
sodium chloride or table salt (NaCI). Electronegativity is a term used to describe the
pull that an atom's nucleus exerts on a bonded electron pair. The halogens are
among the most electronegative of all the elements along with oxygen and nitrogen.
Sodium, element number eleven, eagerly forms a bond by associating its lone
electron with the seventh electron in the second energy shell of chlorine who strongly
draws the electron pair around its nucleus. Chlorine is by far the more electronegative
of the two which is why the electron cloud shifts over to the chlorine nucleus. This
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electron redistribution is so favored that sodium chloride exists in an equilibrium
situation with the free ions sodium (Na+), and chloride (CI") hence the term ionic bond.
Between the two extremes of covalent and ionic bonding there is a third class of
bond, the polar bond. Polar bonds form between atoms that have different
electronegativities but not so different as in an ionic bond. The more electronegative
atom slightly draws the electron cloud closer to its nucleus forming a partial negative
charge and leaving a partial positive charge on the less electronegative atom.
Since atoms and elements are analogous to the individual, then logically chemical
bonds are analogous to the relationships between individuals with each type of bond
distinctively representing a specific psychological relationship. Relationships require
an investment from the participants in order to endure. The commitment or input from
each partner may be even where each member contributes equal time and resources
which may result in a lasting partnership.
On the other hand, give and take may be
uneven or totally lopsided in which case
the relationship may dissolve much as
sodium chloride dissolves into its free ions.
In any case the point here is that electron
distribution about a chemical bond can be
viewed in terms of demands and provisions
in relationships.
The most obvious example of this would
be the nature of the bond between carbon
and oxygen. The bond is polar as you may
suspect, since men and women are quite
different. In organic chemistry, molecules
contain specific sites of increased react
ivity. A bonded combination of certain
elements react with the surroundings to
initiate chemical change. These sites are Figure 11. "The Carbon-Hydrogen
Bond"





groups. Functional groups almost always involve a carbon atom (female) or two.
Oxygen-carbon associations in all of their varieties are always a reactive site in any
organic molecule.
A sample relationship that I wish to illustrate is the bond between a mother and her
offspring. Organic compounds are saturated when hydrogen forms single bonds to all
of the lone electrons off of the main carbon chain. There are numerous occurrences of
this bond in virtually every organic compound, bonds that are considered rich in
energy (as any mother can attest to, raising children requires enormous energy).
Figure 11 is of the painting "The Carbon-Hydrogen Bond". The imagery is primarily that
of mothers nurturing and comforting their children in an array of intimate moments.
They are the care givers as is reiterated by the image of a young mother feeding her
newborn infant from a bottle in the lower right. All of the figural images are connected
by the anatomy of a human circulatory system dominated by a four chambered heart at
center stage. The major blood vessels extrude out and between the figures forming a
unifying mesh of images. Varnish coatings splattered with mineral spirits appear to
simulate the random branching patterns of blood vessels as they infiltrate living tissue.
The painting is primarily monochromatic, owing to the dominance of arterial red which
grounds the work in the human condition.
Essentially, three interrelated concepts crucial to this thesis are represented in this
painting; the role of women as nurturing mothers, the analogy of the chemical bond
between carbon and hydrogen, and the life supplying force of the vascular system . In
general they collectively illustrate the critical force of life through the examples of a
human relationship, a chemical bond, and the unifying flow of energy exposing the
pervasive patterns intrinsic to the fabric of life.
The following painting (figure 1 2), breaks out of the four sided format in order to
structurally represent a class of organic molecules known as the steroids. Steroids are
a group of lipids classified by the tetracyclic array in their carbon backbone. Organic
molecules are comprised of long carbon chains that can either be straight or
branched. Some however bend around to form ring structures. Five and six
membered rings are most commonly found because they carry the least amount of
steric strain hindrance associated with their side groups. The painting
"Steroids"
in
figure 12, is structurally composed of three hexagonal canvasses and one a pentagon.
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The four parts are attached in accordance
with the specific structure of the steroids.
Steroids have a great variety of
biological activity among living
systems, most notably as the
sex hormones. In keeping
with this idea, the images










The structure of the four rings is made up of successive carbon atoms, which
emphasizes the females importance in the recycling of life. Hydrogens saturate out
the carbon rings, in the case of two sex hormones; progesterone and testosterone,
there are some functional groups involving oxygen bound to the main carbon body.
The reproductive theme is conveyed by the images that convey the space. Most
notable are an ovum surrounded by a sea of active sperm and an umbilical chord that
twists and bends its way across the four canvasses. Again this is a critical piece
uniting many ideas of this project. Here we have the roles of men and women
involved in the reproductive cycle, bloody organic tissue alive with a vitality, and the
chemical analogies of the basic organic elements all united in a framework borrowed
from a molecular structure that chemically signals these behaviors.
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REACTIVITY
Having compared the who, what, and the why of organic chemistry with human
psychology, it is in this section that I wish to explore the mechanisms of chemical
exchange or how these interactions occur between molecules and people. By
following the pathways with which molecules recombine, we can learn more about our
behavior when we form and dissolve relationships. Most organic reactions involve an
exchange or a translocation of an electron pair. One species normally has an electron
pair that it can use for bonding to one that is electron deficient. When this is the case,
both molecules take action to move toward each other, allow the electrons to form the
new bond, and make any geometrical arrangements that may be required to relieve
the product molecule of steric strain.
Figure 13 entitled "Aldol
Condensation"
is an intaglio etching showing the stepwise
mechanism of bond formation between two molecules that contain a carbonyl
functional group (a carbon oxygen double bond). The dots located on certain atoms
represent electron pairs that undergo rearrangement and the arrows indicate the paths





route that organic molecules follow in reactions that ultimately increase the carbon
backbone. Similarly the figural images in the print are of straight couples engaging in
romantic physical activity as if consummating their union as a couple.
The aldol condensation is a perfect example of young adults in a society forming
relationships that ultimately protect and proliferate the biological organism exploiting
the common pathway of electron pair rearrangement. Also noteworthy in an aldol
condensation is that basic conditions must exist in order for this arrangement to occur.
Chemically a base is needed to abstract a proton (H+) from one of the molecules to
initiate further chemistry. The overall sense of things here is basic situations cause a
natural straight path for organisms to live and procreate.
Electrons however do not always rearrange in pairs. Under somewhat rare and
rather harsh conditions molecules can be torn apart at a chemical bond by splitting the
electron pair in half, thus each portion of the molecule retains one unbonded electron.
These species, called free radicals, are very disruptive chemically as they react and
tear apart stable molecules similarly as radical factions are disruptive to a stable






Free radicals are chemically dangerous in that the products of their reactions are
not stable molecules but rather more radicals. Their formation initiates a three step
chain reaction that ultimately interrupts normal chemical stability. This is precisely
what is happening in the upper atmosphere regarding the ozone layer. Twentieth
century pollutants carry compounds that rise in the air where the sun can strike them
with ultraviolet energy. This energy cleaves bonds between electronegative atoms
where each retain an electron, and thus forms a radical. Fluorocarbons are on such
compound, and the radical formed from them are known as fluorine radicals which in
turn attack the electron rich ozone molecule (03), and irreversibly tear it apart.
The print in figure 14 is an expression of this first step in the chain reaction using
the simple example of diatomic chlorine Cl2. The title "Initiation", is taken from the
name of the first step in the chain reaction which is concerned with radical formation.
The chemical equation follows a chlorine molecule that is struck by ultraviolet light hv,
and is transformed into two chlorine radicals 2CI . Again the dot in these equations
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refer to a single electron and hence a free radical. The print is a fiery orange with a
burning yellow sun in the center emphasizing the intense energy needed to initiate a
radical chain reaction. Several figural images are buried in the intense fiery patterns.
These images are of violent disruptive behavior. The specific images that I have
chosen for this print are of psychopaths and sexual deviants attacking innocent victims
exposing them to some darker harsh realities of the human psyche.
Figure 15 is of the print "Propagation: Step Two in a Radical Chain Reaction".
Here we follow the path of the newly made radicals from the initiation step. One of the
chlorine radicals comes upon a gaseous molecule of methane CH4, and attacks it
drawing off a hydrogen atom with its one electron. Here a bond is split and the
products of the propagation step are the stable hydrochloric acid HCI, and a methyl
radical CH3 . Here in lies the devastational problem chemically and societally.
Radicals continuously form new radicals and in doing so transform a stable community
into a vicious radical anarchy that has long-term corruptive effects. We have begun to
see these catastrophic effects in the depletion of the ozone layer, which in turn has
delivered profound medical repercussions such as increased skin cancers.
In our history it has been observed that violence breeds violence. Both world wars
forced nations into aggressive military postures in response to an initial radical
invasion. Another example would be the supposition that molesters and rapists
propagate more molesters and rapists in the victims with whom they abuse. It is
difficult to prove this for certain, however it is commonly known that victims of these
heinous crimes often suffer from severe psychological conditions in response to the
trauma with which many are ill equipped to handle.
There is hope however. Figure 16 completes the radical series with the print
'Termination: The Third and Final Step in a Radical Chain Reaction". The chemical
example shows the second chlorine radical from the first equation combining with the
methyl radical product of the second equation to form a stable non-radical product
chloromethane CCIH3. Here the chain is broken as two radical species combine
to form a stable molecule. The probability of this random collision is rare requiring
persistence and chance. The colors of this print diverge from the warm reds and
oranges of the first two. A cool soothing blue conveys a different feel to the print
with remnants of red connecting it to the other two in the series. The images are of
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people coming together through dedication and understanding in an effort to heal and
restore health. The termination idea is further illustrated in the painting of the same
name (figure 17).
Figure 14. "Initiation: The First Step




Figure 15. "Propagation: Step Two




Figure 16. "Termination: The Third and








Figure 17a. 'Termination: The Third and
Final Step in a Radical Chain
Reaction"





Figure 17b. "Termination: The Third and
Final Step in a Radical Chain
Reaction"







As a final example to illustrate the nature of matter regardless of scale, I wish to
explore the concept of equilibrium. As a fundamental law of the universe, matter
when given time is always observed to reach a state of maximum randomness. That is
it undergoes a process by where it can reach an energy minimum. It shifts and
redistributes itself reaching a dynamic where the parts are equally and evenly
arranged. This resulting condition is known as equilibrium and it is of great
significance in all systems.
When a chemist makes a solution such as salt water, he or she adds solid sodium
chloride (NaCI) to an amount of pure water. If the salt is dropped to the bottom of the
beaker the majority of it will appear to rest on the bottom as an inert heap. The solid
will ionize over time and dissolve into the aqueous solvent. Once the molecules of the
salt are suspended in the solution, they will continuously move about and evenly fill up
the space in the beaker. Their motion away from the ionizing heap allows for
continued ionization until all of the solid is dissolved and thoroughly spread out in the
solution. This process is commonly known as diffusion and the rate at which
equilibrium is attained can be hastened by the addition of heat or agitation.
Similarly, recall from your own experience what occurs when five people board an
empty elevator. They do not congregate to one side of the room, rather they space
themselves evenly about in an effort to relieve the system of strain. Many times people
tend to behave this way without conscious thought . If three more people board the
elevator at an intermediate floor, the original five take a step here and there to once
again create an even distribution. This too is a system going to equilibrium. The
physical constituents act the same as they respond to an electro-chemical force
similarly as the salt ions achieve equilibrium in the beaker.
Figure 18 is a work entitled "The Buffer in Blood". The idea here is to emphasize a
specific condition in living systems that is driven by the phenomenon of equilibrium.
The chemical example chosen is of the carbonic acid-bicarbonate ion system whose
interconversion resists changes in pH making it a vital component in the maintenance
of cellular fluid. Structurally the painting is in two equal pieces that fit together in an
even unifying manner. A graph of pH versus concentration is plotted over the entire
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piece, with the curve of the buffer shown by a black line. It is from the curve that we can
see where the buffer functions. The pH changes slightly in the range from 7.2 to 7.5
which is the optimum range for cellular functions. The chemical equations are shown
in circular form since it is a cyclic multiple step reaction. The visual combination of the
of the natural curve of the buffer and the circular reaction leave an outline of the yin
yang symbol which can further emphasize the balance involved in this equilibrium
situation. The imagery behind the graph is again vascular and anatomical. A heart is
located at the center surrounded by the respiratory organs. The painting is washed
with bright red varnishes which like the carbon-hydrogen painting resemble blood
vessels meandering through tissue.
Figure 18. "The Buffer in
Blood"






I have presented many instances where chemical activity mimics human behaviors.
What can be extrapolated and learned from these philosophical speculations? We
can turn our attention to our galactic universe and wonder if indeed these patterns in
matter are continuous throughout the seemingly endless reaches of space. There are
major characteristics of galactic phenomenon that are repeated in the atomic world.
Planets are spherical bodies that revolve around a larger body much like electrons
that fly around a nucleus. Gravitational and centripital forces strike a balance that
keep planets revolving at the appropriate altitude. Similarly, electrical charges and
perhaps centripital forces keep electrons spinning about a nucleus in much the same
manner as planets.
To further illustrate this concept I present the print in figure 19 aptly titled
"Planatoms". The print is an abstract collagraph of spherical shapes floating about a
high energy field. The scene was created to describe either planets in the heavens or
atoms in the test tube. Another piece that questions the boundaries of scale is the
painting in figure 20 entitled "Scaleless Matter". This painting is an abstract fusion of
putty paint and varnish in a multi-layered application. The images are to simply be
read as organic or life bearing without any reference to scale. Interpretation is open to
many possibilities. It could portray electro-chemical exchanges in a neuron, or a cross
section of muscle tissue, or a dense galactic nebula. In any case its purpose is to
demonstrate that life exists regardless of limits and to express a unification of life
through repetition. It is in this painting that the "pervasive
patterns"
of matter are well
illustrated.
There is one final work with which I wish to close this discussion. Figure 21 is a
painting entitled "Matter Energy and Time", in which these entities occupy the same
regions in space. It relates the atomic, human, and galactic by presenting them in the
same scale. Energy bursts, an old woman with a baby, and planetary bodies float
amidst a dark blue background. The painting illustrates what we see and know about
the expression of matter in its three forms treating them all equally.












Figure 21. "Matter, Energy, and
Time"







and 'The Buffer in
Blood"
(in progress)
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